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“How do you decode something you’ve never seen, or understand?”
Manjari Sharma

That was how the conversation started, and my mind still hovers around the essence
of that inquiry – an informal chit-chat amongst fellow panelists in preparation for our
talk at PDN’s PhotoPlus Expo, (Mis)Representation: the Underrepresentation of non-Whites
and Women in the Arts1. Also on the call was writer and educator John Edwin Mason,
photographer Manjari Sharma, El Museo curator Rocío Aranda Alvarado, art dealer
and mastermind for our panel, Charles Guice. 

The foundation of this tertulia, was the current demographics of the U.S.: as people of
color become the true majority (already a fact in many urban cities), how and when will
major institutions adapt, as they still only exhibit a fraction of work by women and
artists of color? If we layer economics into the mix, there are many studies2 that point
out the majority of funding goes to major institutions, whose audiences are 91% white.

The overwhelmingly predominant European cannon of what is great art, forces many
curators and gatekeepers to compare everything in relation to it. Look at what happened
with a NY Times critic3, recently taken to task about his sexist and racist language. Clearly
our art requires an expansion of that cannon, or one crafted anew. Manjari continued the
question above: What if your ‘seasoned’ eyes are only used to seeing a certain way? How well
do those in power interpret and mediate the art if everything stands as a comparison,
instead of as an expansion? We are in desperate need of a new vocabulary – and an
enlarged art history.

When we read articles like Are Demographic Based Museums a Sign that Museums Aren’t
All Inclusive?4; Should Art be Blind5 or Diversify or Die: Why the Art World Needs to Keep Up
With Our Changing Society6 - one feels that there has been little progress in the past 
several decades. Ignored, underfunded, or preaching to the choir, we of the “culturally
diverse organizations” are still trying to find a way to break this cycle – because at the
moment, we are the ones mirroring the U.S. census. The dialogue of inclusion, visual 
literacy and recognition is one En Foco has tackled since its inception nearly 40 years
ago. We have our own heroes and protagonists. You want in at the table? Bring your
open mind and roll up your sleeves. We all need to expand our boundaries, and learn
to see inclusively.

Cover: Baldomero Fernandez, Projection Booth Drive In,
Greenville, NY, In America series, 2006. Archival pigment
print, 16 x 20”

Nueva Luz will make accommodations under
ADA guidelines for those needing large print. 

Nueva Luz is published three times per year by En Foco, a non-profit
organization supporting fine art and documentary photographers 
of diverse cultures, primarily U.S. residents of Latino, African and
Asian heritage, and Native Peoples of the Americas and the Pacific.

Nueva Luz is made possible through subscriptions, our Print
Collectors Program, the National Endowment for the Arts, the New
York State Council on the Arts, and the New York City Department of
Cultural Affairs. En Foco is also funded in part by The Andy Warhol
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2 National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy issued study that 55% of arts funding serves 2%
of Organizations that have budgets over $5 million, with less than 10% benefitting underserved populations.
Also see Huffington Post Video, The Wealthy only Give to Marquee Institutions.

3 Ken Johnson, Times Art Critic, Taken To Task In Open Letter, Huffington Post, 11/29/12. Original article published
10/25/12: Forged From the Fires of the 1960s: ‘Now Dig This! Art & Black Los Angeles curated by Dr. Kellie Jones.

4 Jamie Glavic, Museum Minute, 1/31/12
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On October 24, 1929, following a month-long decline in prices,
the U.S. Stock Market began a catastrophic collapse. From a
record close of 381 points on September 9 to October 29, “Black
Tuesday”, the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index slid more
than 39 percent and, 34 months later, plummeted even further to
89 percent.

The unprecedented rise in the market prior to the crash had
inveigled cooks and magnates alike, and the thousands who had
invested lost billions in the financial crisis. One in four was
unemployed; businesses were forced to close; bank loans fell into
default and millions were made homeless.

After President Hoover’s policies failed to stimulate the economy,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was elected in 1932. Roosevelt intro-
duced an array of programs and initiatives known collectively 
as the New Deal. To illustrate its effectiveness, the government
sought to document the nation’s rural communities. And Walker
Evans, the forbearer of the American style of documentary 
photography, became renowned for capturing that dramatic period
in history.

After taking occasional snapshots, Evans began to photograph
seriously in 1928. In 1935, he accepted a temporary position 
photographing a resettlement community that had been built 
as part of the President’s initiatives.

Two years later, Evans was working full time under the direction
of Roy Stryker, and it was during that time he was to make his
most significant contribution to the style. Evans challenged
Stryker to develop a core of images that were “pure record not
propaganda.”

Evans photographed throughout the South, including Arkansas,
Tennessee and Georgia, and in parts of the Northeast. But he 
garnered the most recognition for a series of photographs he
made of Alabama sharecroppers that became the foundation for
the book, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men.

The Museum of Modern Art mounted a retrospective of Evans’
work in 1938, publishing American Photographs simultaneously.
The book authentically reproduced Evan’s view of a country in
the grip of the Great Depression. American Photographs was
immediately celebrated as a seminal work, establishing Evans as
one of the most influential photographers of his era.

In 1955, the Swiss-born photographer Robert Frank secured a
grant from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation to
“photograph freely throughout the United States, using the
miniature camera exclusively, the making of a broad voluminous
picture record of things American, past and present.” Frank
acknowledged Walker Evans’ influence and particularly
American Photographs.

When I first looked at Walker Evans’ photographs, 
I thought of something Malraux wrote: 
‘To transform destiny into awareness.’ 
One is embarrassed to want so much for oneself. But how
else are you going to justify your failure and your effort. 

But Evans’ influence had been more than referential. The elder
photographer, who Frank had met three years earlier, had to
insist that the Swiss apply for the award.

Evans prevailed and Frank became the first foreigner to receive 
the prestigious grant. In addition to Evans’ encouragement 
and Frank’s previous journeys (he had photographed while 
travelling in South America and in Europe, “focusing on its people”),
the young photographer was uniquely prepared for what was 
to follow.

For the next nine months, he travelled over 10,000 miles in a used
Ford across the country, producing more than 27,000 images 
in the process. A selection of eighty-three was published, first 
in France in 1958 under the title, Les Américains, and in the U.S.
the following year as The Americans.

DESTINY
AWARENESS:

THEPHOTOGRAPHS OFBALDOMERO FERNANDEZ,
THOMAS HOLTON ANDALEX LEME
by Charles Guice
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In an essay published in U.S. Camera Annual, Evans wrote:

That Frank has responded to America with many tears, 
some hope, and his own brand of fascination, you can
see in looking over the rest of these pictures of people,
of roadside landscapes and urban cauldrons and 
of semi-divine, semi-satanic children. He shows high
irony towards a nation that generally speaking has 
it not; adult detachment towards the more-or-less 
juvenile section of the population that came into his
view. This bracing, almost stinging manner is seldom
seen in a sustained collection of photographs.

Despite this praise, the book was poorly received. Critics 
considered it to be “an indictment of American society,” faulting
the photographs for their “meaningless blur, grain, muddy
exposures, drunken horizons and general sloppiness.” Even the
Museum of Modern Art would not sell it.

Although the photographic community later came to appreciate
his perspective on America, Frank worked as a commercial 
photographer to support himself. On such an assignment in
1962, Joel Meyerowitz met the Swiss-born photographer.

Meyerowitz was not a photographer at the time. An art director
for a small advertising firm, Meyerowitz, whose boss had
assigned him to watch Frank during a shoot, did not even own
a camera. In a 2009 interview, Meyerowitz recalled:

It was such a magical experience, watching him twisting,
turning, bobbing, weaving, and every time I heard his Leica
go ‘click,’ I would see the moment freeze in front of Robert,
and it was such an unbelievable and powerful experience,
that when I arrived back at my office, I walked in the door
to my boss and said, “I’m quitting.” And he said, “What do
you mean you’re quitting?” I said, “I saw this guy take
photographs. I want to be a photographer. I want to go out
in the street and take photographs of life.”

3Nueva Luz
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Alex Leme, Erick (a.k.a cowboy), Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing America series, 2011. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Emboldened by Frank’s lyrical style, Meyerowitz did become 
a photographer, a “street photographer” who adapted Henri-
Cartier Bresson’s artistry and Frank’s inventiveness into 
his own. In addition, as one of color photography’s earliest
advocates, Meyerowitz has been instrumental in changing the
prevailing attitudes toward the use of that form “from one 
of resistance to nearly universal acceptance.” 

The enduring legacy of these pioneering artists—Evans, Frank
and Meyerowitz—is evidenced in the work of a new generation of
artists: Baldomero Fernandez, Thomas Holton and Alex Leme.
Creating images that require little in the way of explanation, their
photographs of a new American reality seek to transform destiny
into awareness.

Alex Leme’s current series, Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing
America, documents a rapidly vanishing part of the American
landscape: the small, rural town. Located 76 miles northeast of
Little Rock, Cotton Plant, Arkansas was settled in 1820.
Warehouses and cotton gins brought jobs to the town, and the
extension of a railroad line led to the development of its timber
and woodworking industry.

The town, which had become a thriving commercial center, was
also celebrated for its vibrant black community. Sister Rosetta
Tharpe, a singer, songwriter and guitarist who performed secular-
ized gospel music, was born there in 1913. Rosetta’s flamboyant
style became an early influence on singers such as Elvis Presley
and Little Richard.

Ravaged by the Depression, Cotton Plant’s first water and
sewage system was built in 1935 as part of the Works Project
Administration, bringing jobs back to the region. After a second
decline during World War II, the city’s prosperity rebounded,
reaching its peak population of 1,838 in 1950.

As businesses began to falter in the 1960s, Cotton Plant’s population
declined. When Alex Leme began photographing there in 2010, 
the town’s population had fallen to just 649.

Born in Brazil in 1978, Leme studied business in London before
moving to San Francisco to pursue a career in finance. But a lifelong
passion for photography eventually led him to abandon the 
profession and to move to Arkansas, where he studied art history
at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock.

For more than two years, Leme has photographed extensively 
in and around Cotton Plant. Attracted to the unique characteristics
of the rural community, as well as its role in shaping the American
identity, Leme’s photographs have served to document Cotton
Plant’s past as well as its future.

Much like Evans’ from some seventy years beforehand, Leme’s
images of rural Arkansas, a mix of portraiture and landscape, 
are largely unsentimental. In Tyler, Trace, Austin and Adam, he
photographs a group of teenage boys against a classroom wall.

Despite the debris at their feet and the holes in the walls behind
them, the boys appear relaxed and at ease. With their iPods,
loose-fitting jeans, baseball caps and hoodies, they could 
be anywhere in the country. Yet the camouflage jackets and 

gumboots easily place them in a more rural setting, and by 
photographing the boys in an abandoned school, Leme offers 
a record of the town as it once was and as it now is.

He evidences Cotton Plant’s fading prosperity again in Fish
Market. The hand-painted sign suggests that even in business,
the market was hardly thriving, one of the many shuttered long
before the gas station next door.

In Celia with Meemaw, Leme shares a contemplative, middle-aged
woman consoling a fussing child clutched tightly on her lap. They
sit on a rope swing amidst a yard littered with lawn tools and
decoys. But his subjects, unlike the Arkansans captured in the
photographs of the 1930s, do not appear forlorn or despairing.
Have they been captured reflecting on their lives or have they
simply become inured to the reality of their situation?

Thomas Holton’s After 35 Years, Gladys Is Retiring offers a similar
reevaluation of the American dream. Shortly after earning
a degree from the State University of New York, Gladys began
teaching math at the Gelinas Junior High School in Setauket, 
a village on the North Shore of Long Island, New York.

Born during the post-World War II baby boom, Gladys was a true
child of the 50s. America stood “at the summit of the world”: 
triumphant in war, its middle class was earning the highest wages
in the world and much of the society was reveling in a decade 
of prosperity.

Shared values of thrift, hard work, trust and honesty—notwith-
standing the ever-present stain of racial discrimination—led
many to embrace the country’s growing sense of optimism and
the dream of financial security and stability. And, like most,
Gladys believed her “American dream” included marriage, two
children and a home.

But after 35 years, Gladys’ faith and optimism were being 
challenged. The pension and social security that was to serve 
as the basis of her retirement income had not kept pace with the
country’s rising costs. Now single, and the parent of two adult
children, her future bore little resemblance to what she had
imagined or planned for. For Gladys, the reality of the America
that Robert Frank had so adeptly photographed fifty years 
earlier was being made all too real.

Avoiding oversentimentality, Holton’s 2006-2009 series 
uniquely captures Gladys’ obvious disillusionment. In the
image In Between Classes, Holton photographs the stationary
woman as her students, in motion and out of sharp focus, pass
before and behind her. Photographed against a wall and just
within the frame, the image serves to present Gladys as she
might perceive herself, marginalized and ineffectual.

In Thanksgiving, Holton deftly captures her quiet disillusionment
in his photograph of Gladys’ Thanksgiving Day table. Gladys
will spend the holiday alone, snapshots of her children fixed
upright at place settings in lieu of seats that will remain empty.
And it is here that Holton’s photographs share much with
Frank’s. Like his, Holton’s work captures a nation’s sense 
of detachment and loneliness. And, like Frank’s again, Holton’s
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series is not meant to be an indictment of the society, but 
a glimpse into the lives lived by many of its citizens.

Born in Guatemala City, Guatemala in 1969 to a White American
father and a Chinese-born mother, Holton, began pursuing 
photography shortly after completing his undergraduate degree.
He earned an M.F.A. from the School of Visual Arts in New York
in 2005. But Holton credits his late father, a documentary 
photographer, with his desire to “explore the world and discover
himself along the way.”

As social critic, Holton is at his best here. Photographing Gladys
as she considers purchasing a new car, he captures the picture of
a woman showing little excitement in her impending decision. 
Is it because she can only afford the Toyota instead of a Corvette?
We never learn why, but the current downturn has left many feel-
ing little of the optimism held by the country’s previous 
generations. And despite the wealth in the communities around
her and where she teaches, Gladys’ world is filled with discontent
and resignation.

Baldomero Fernandez’s photographs present another version 
of this new American reality, smartly and absent additional inter-
pretation. In America: Traveling Through the United States in Search
of Idiosyncratic Americana, a natural extension of his earlier proj-
ect, Middletown, is a photographic survey of the country.

In Pigeon Forge, a beach ball sits unattended in the parking lot of
a motel. Ironically, the brightly painted, orange walkways and
stairwells draw attention away from the fact that Fernandez’s
tableau, like the set of a vacant movie lot, captures traces 
of human activity devoid of human presence.

As a photographer, Fernandez sees his role more as documen-
tarian than commentator. Regarding Middletown, he wrote: 
“I portray the situations and objects that I encounter in my travels
through middle America honestly and the viewer is left 
to endow them with a much deeper meaning.”

Born and raised in Miami in 1973, Fernandez began photo-
graphing at an early age. A graduate of the Rochester Institute 
of Technology, he moved to New York to pursue a career in 
photography. Recognized for both his commercial and personal
work, Fernandez’s photographs justly reflect his cinematic 
aesthetic.

In Happy Hour, Fernandez photographs an empty banquette in a
diner in Times Square. Outside the restaurant, however, life
teems in motion. A pamphleteer encourages passersby to visit a
popular strip club; a woman looks to find her bearings; two men
deep in discussion pass hurriedly by. Once again, Fernandez’s
work serves only to document here, allowing the viewer to reach
his or her conclusions alone.

The new American reality, perhaps, is the loss of the American
dream; the sense of optimism, faith in the future and prosperity
that many Americans one held and believed in has gone missing.

Fernandez’s photographs uniquely capture that sense of loss; 
in Tastee Swirl a man sits alone in a restaurant, expressionless,
eating a meal; in Lower East Side a young woman styles her hair

in a delicatessen window, seemingly oblivious to the woman on
the bicycle next to her. 

The photographs of these three artists work to provide the viewer
with a sense of awareness; they give shape and meaning to this
new American destiny, a broad voluminous picture record of
things American, past and present. Each of them shares their
own view of a cross-section of a country and its society—the
largely ignored, the seen and unseen—presented simply and
without confusion.

Much like Frank’s, their criticism, if it may be considered 
as such, is not overtly critical. Rather, it is ironic and detached,
principally derived from their own fascination and appreciation
for their country. It is offered with little forethought for compo-
sure and unplanned. And decidedly, for each of these talented
artists, as with their artistic forbearers, the true measure of their
accomplishment is the indelibility with which their photographs
become firmly imprinted on their viewers’ minds.

1 Frank, Robert. “A Statement.” U.S. Camera Annual. 1958. p115.
2 Meyerowitz, Joel. “Biography” 
http://www.joelmeyerowitz.com/photography/biography.html



Baldomero Fernandez, Beach Ball, Pigeon Forge, TN, In America series, 2001. 

Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”.
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In an increasingly homogenized landscape it is these ‘artifacts’ that remind us of the
America in old postcards.

There is a quiet eeriness in the compositions that make us believe there is much more
beneath the surface to be found. The surfaces slightly decayed but still alive and 
subjects detached from their surroundings staring longingly, we find a sort 
of nostalgia. Nostalgia for an America in the not so distant past. It is in the single beam
of light in the projection of a drive-in theater, and the pile of laundry and the solitary
beach ball at a motel and we also find it in a pair of red Pontiacs in Mississippi. We find
ourselves looking at the remnants from the past in the midst of the present and 
wondering what the new identity will be.

I can’t help but imbibe a certain amount of my own nostalgia to these photographs as
well. Some of my favorite childhood memories involve piling into the family car in the
summer for a road trip. I have a certain idea in my head of what America felt like then
and whenever I come across it today - 30 years later I can’t help but try to capture it.
These observations sometimes stand as anachronisms and sometimes they are just
observations of something that is gone that I still long for.

In America - Traveling through the United States in search of Idiosyncratic Americana 
consist of several years of work.

Baldomero Fernandez

Artist Statement



Baldomero Fernandez
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Last Day of Howard Johnson’s Times Square, NYC, In America series, 2005. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”.
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Baldomero Fernandez
Tastee Swirl, Eagle Lake, MI, In America series, 2004. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Baldomero Fernandez
Van, Gulfport, MS, In America series, 2004. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Baldomero Fernandez
Iron Mill, Gary, IN, In America series, 2004. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Baldomero Fernandez
Lebanon, PA, In America series, 2004. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Baldomero Fernandez
Tumbleweed, Los Angeles, CA, In America series, 2006. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Baldomero Fernandez
Pharmacy, Little Rock, AR, In America series, 2004. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Baldomero Fernandez
Projection Booth Drive In, Greenville, NY, In America series, 2006. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Baldomero Fernandez
The Look, Lower East Side, NYC, In America series, 2004. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”



Alex Leme, Dairy Bar, Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing America series, 2012. 

Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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With the gradual but steady rise of agricultural businesses, the loss of small family-owned
and run farms, and the century-long exodus of rural populations to urban centers - farming
communities have been suffering a slow and painful decline for decades. Loss of jobs, eco-
nomically shattered families, failed businesses, depopulation, and a general malaise of
perceived worthlessness are common features of conversations that run through many
small towns in America. Although these towns are often located just outside major
metropolises, the realities of their social and economic landscapes are worlds apart.

With a meager population of 650, Cotton Plant is nestled in the rural northeast portion
of Arkansas between Little Rock and Memphis, Tennessee. Despite its rich history and
the ‘promising’ nature of its past, Cotton Plant has suffered the same challenges and
consequences as many other small rural towns. What once was a relatively thriving
center and one of the fastest growing communities in Eastern Arkansas, we now find
a town littered with ghost factories, abandoned schools, and the carcasses of crumbling
buildings, while a handful of the remaining local stores struggle to survive. Much of
the historic downtown has been demolished, and only a few dignified older homes
remain. The sense of purpose that once accompanied steady, meaningful work has
long since vanished.

The goal of this project, Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing America, is to document
a side of the American identity and its way of life that is rapidly being replaced and
taken for granted.

Alex Leme

Artist Statement



Tyler, Trace, Austin & Adam, Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing America series, 2009. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Alex Leme
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Alex Leme
Fish Market, Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing America series, 2009. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Alex Leme
Celia with Meemaw, Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing America series, 2010. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Alex Leme
Cotton Field, Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing America series, 2012. Archival pigment print, 20 x 40”
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Alex Leme
The Parts House, Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing America series, 2010. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Alex Leme
Classroom, Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing America series, 2009. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Alex Leme
Globe, Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing America series, 2009. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Alex Leme
Wall of Portraits, Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing America series, 2009. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Alex Leme
Iraq Veteran, Small Town: Portraits of a Disappearing America series, 2010. Archival pigment print, 16 x 20”
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Thomas Holton, A Rainy Fall Day, After 35 Years, Gladys is Retiring series, 2007. Digital C-print, 20 x 24”. 

Courtesy of Sasha Wolf Gallery, New York, NY

In 1973, Gladys accepted a job as a math teacher at the Gelinas Junior High School on
Long Island.  Growing up in America as part of the ‘Baby Boomer’ generation, Gladys
strongly believed in the moral values of the United States and was forever optimistic
about her future; a belief held by the majority of Americans in the 1950’s. Her consistent
belief in hard work being ultimately rewarded with the financial security of a state 
pension and Social Security was the foundation of her 35 years of service at the Gelinas
Junior High School.

Begun in 2006, After 35 Years Gladys is Retiring is a series of photographs of a woman retir-
ing from her teaching job and beginning the next stage of her life. Her retirement has
been fundamentally different than what she first imagined and ideally planned for and
her unwavering faith has been shaken and her optimism tested. A single mother of two
adult children, she lives in her American ‘dream house’ on Long Island with concerns
about the rising cost of living in America today; a bittersweet reminder of how life can
never be neatly scripted.

Thomas Holton 

Artist Statement
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Daughter’s New Car, After 35 Years, Gladys is Retiring series, 2006. Digital C-print, 20 x 24”. 

Courtesy of Sasha Wolf Gallery, New York, NY

Thomas Holton
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Thomas Holton
In Between Classes, After 35 Years, Gladys is Retiring series, 2006. Digital C-print, 20 x 24”. Courtesy of Sasha Wolf Gallery, New York, NY
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Thomas Holton
Halloween, After 35 Years, Gladys is Retiring series, 2007. Digital C-print, 20 x 24”. Courtesy of Sasha Wolf Gallery, New York, NY
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Thomas Holton
Palm Sunday, After 35 Years, Gladys is Retiring series, 2008. Digital C-print, 20 x 24”. Courtesy of Sasha Wolf Gallery, New York, NY
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Thomas Holton
Memories, After 35 Years, Gladys is Retiring series, 2006. Digital C-print, 20 x 24”. Courtesy of Sasha Wolf Gallery, New York, NY
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Thomas Holton
Helping With A Necklace, After 35 Years, Gladys is Retiring series, 2006. Digital C-print, 20 x 24”. Courtesy of Sasha Wolf Gallery, New York, NY
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Thomas Holton
Thanksgiving, After 35 Years, Gladys is Retiring series, 2007. Digital C-print, 20 x 24”. Courtesy of Sasha Wolf Gallery, New York, NY
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Thomas Holton
1963 Corvette, After 35 Years, Gladys is Retiring series, 2006. Digital C-print, 20 x 24”. Courtesy of Sasha Wolf Gallery, New York, NY
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Thomas Holton
Disney Cruise, After 35 Years, Gladys is Retiring series, 2008. Digital C-print, 20 x 24”. Courtesy of Sasha Wolf Gallery, New York, NY



Baldomero Fernandez (b. 1973, Miami, FL) received a B.F.A. from the Rochester Institute of Technology
in Rochester, NY. His photographs have appeared in publications such as Life, The New Yorker, Vanity
Fair and W Magazine. In 2005 Fernandez received the Maine Photographic Workshops’ Golden Light
Award. He was awarded 1st place in the historical division of International Photography Awards in
2006, and was a finalist in the Center Awards for his Cubano series (2006) and Middletown series (2011).
Baldomero released his first book, Autobiography of a Fashion Designer: Ralph Rucci in 2012, a monograph
illustrating the life and inspiration of the venerable fashion designer. His work has consistently
appeared in the American Photography Annual since 1999.

www.baldomerofernandez.com

Alex Leme (b. 1978, São Paulo, Brazil) received a B.A. from the University of Arkansas at Little Rock,
AR. His work has been exhibited internationally at the Galerie Huit in Arles, France; the China House
in Georgetown, Penang, Malaysia; the Ogden Museum of Southern Art in New Orleans, Louisiana;
and the Photographic Center Northwest in Seattle, Washington. In addition to numerous private col-
lections, Leme’s photographs can be found in prestigious public collections including the Maison
Européene de la photographie in Paris, France; the Ogden Museum of Southern Art in New Orleans,
Louisiana; and the Southeast Museum of Photography in Daytona Beach, Florida. In 2010, he was
awarded En Foco’s New Works Photography Fellowship Award or his ongoing project Portraits of a
Disappearing America, and an En Foco scholarship to attend FotoFest 2012. 

www.lemephotography.com

Thomas Holton (b. 1969, Guatemala City, Guatemala) received his MFA from The School of Visual
Arts in New York City, in 2005. His work has been exhibited widely, including venues such as the
New York Public Library, The Museum of the City of New York, the Griffin Museum of Photography,
Aperture Gallery all in New York City; and the Lishui Museum of Photography in China. In 2005 he
was one of twenty four photographers chosen for the Art + Commerce Festival for Emerging
Photographers, and in 2006 American Photo magazine named him one of the the country's Ten Best
Young Photographers in the United States. His work, The Lams of Ludlow Street, was published by
Aperture as well as featured twice in The New York Times. Holton’s work is represented by Sasha Wolf
Gallery in New York City. 

www.thomasholton.com 

Charles Guice is the director of Charles Guice Contemporary, specializing in contemporary photography,
film/video and new media by nationally and internationally recognized visual artists. Guice has been
instrumental in the careers of several of today’s leading contemporary artists, including Erika Diettes,
Birthe Piontek, Hank Willis Thomas and Carrie Mae Weems. Since establishing the gallery in 2002, Guice
has placed works in prominent private and public collections throughout the United States and abroad,
including the Brooklyn Museum of Art, the J. Paul Getty Museum, and the International Center of
Photography. Guice has been a juror and portfolio reviewer for En Foco, Review Santa Fe, Photolucida,
PhotoNOLA and FotoFest, and recently served as a curator for Discoveries of the Meeting Place at the 2012
FotoFest Biennial.

BALDOMERO FERNANDEZ

ALEX LEME

THOMAS HOLTON

CHARLES GUICE
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In the 1970s and 1980s the South Bronx had become a national symbol for urban failure. 

As the result of a period of near bankruptcy, failed fiscal policies, “white flight” and cuts to basic
services, New York City joined a legion of American metropolises on the brink of social and 
economic disaster. The South Bronx was among the neighborhoods hit hardest. A famous photograph
shows Jimmy Carter and his entourage crossing a desolate, trash-strewn lot during his famous visit
to Charlotte Street in 1977 (he called the experience ‘sobering’). The Bronx was burning: abandoned
buildings were often found alight; throughout the borough swathes of rubble remained where 
neighborhoods once stood. The public imagination of the Bronx is filled with these kinds of scenes;
empty streets and smoky skylines, disarray and decomposition, eliciting fear or romantic notions 
of poverty.

What was often forgotten was that people lived in these communities, surviving, enjoying themselves
and working together. A new exhibition by Joe Conzo, Ricky Flores, Ángel Franco, David Gonzalez,
Edwin Págan and Francisco Molina Reyes, II depicts this reality, adding a layer of intimacy to the
prevailing cultural memory of terror and blight. The exhibition will be on view at the Bronx
Documentary Center (BDC) in the winter of 2013. The BDC, a gallery and educational space dedicated
to documentary photography, film and new media from around the world, seeks to create programming
that inspires South Bronx artists and residents. “The Seis exhibition meets that goal in the truest
sense,” says founder Michael Kamber. “It allows our community to debate and reflect on where we've
been and where we're going.”

Seis del Sur 
On view
January 19 - March 8, 2013

Opening Reception: 
January 19 @4pm

Bronx Documentary Center
614 Courtlandt Avenue @ 151st St 
Bronx, NY

www.bronxdoc.org

Danielle Jackson is a writer 

and co-founder of the Bronx

Documentary Center. 

Her notes on art, photography

and visual culture can be found 

at www.cultureculture.org.

BEYOND
THE RUBBLE



In 2009, the men attended an opening reception for Conzo’s
The Bronx: Mi Barrio, Mi Orgullo, at Hunter College. They soon
realized they had been crossing paths for years, individually 
documenting their communities, and in some cases, turning
up in one another’s photographs. ‘We came to the conclusion
we had to do something together” says Págan. The idea 
for Seis del Sur (Sur meaning “south”, as in “South Bronx”) 
was born. 

Most of the photographs in the exhibition were made during
early phases of their respective careers as visual artists, writers,
filmmakers and photographers. “We’re all very different,“ says
Gonzalez. Although some of the six have since pursued other
professions, a number of the artists describe their introduction
to photography as part of their emerging political consciousness
and examination into their own identities as Puerto Rican men.

The exhibition makes plain how people living in low-income
communities have continued to make their own creative work in
spite of stereotypes that poor neighborhoods produce little else
than crime and dysfunction. In fact, many of the photographers
in Seiswere nurtured by or cultivated within working class black
and Latino communities. At age 10, Págan stumbled upon the
darkroom at his local Boys and Girls club where, remarkably, for
the next eight years, Ernesto Lozano, the Club’s longtime arts

director, would send him on assignments in the neighborhood
and later critique his work.

Flores learned to print photographs as a child at the PAL under
the tutelage of Bill Rainey, an influential community organizer.
Gonzalez practiced his printing skills in the darkroom at En Foco,
where he worked as an educator and had twenty-four hour
access. Franco was involved in Ben Fernandez’s Photo and Film
workshops “as a little boy.” He began using a Leica at age 13 after
winning it in a contest. He credits a middle school educator, 
Edith Gaines, one of the city’s first black principals, and her cross-
cultural and arts-focused approach to education in shaping him as
Pulitzer-winning photojournalist. The photographers believe it is
vital for people of color to know the history of cultural workers
who have paved the way.

When recalling their years as young professionals, a few spoke
of the generous and self-supporting networks of young, “third
world” photographers which formed in the 1970s and 1980s.
“Each time you learned something, we’d share it with the
group,” Franco recalls, which he refers to as “building 
the pyramid.” Facing prejudice within the workforce, peer
mentorship became a key component to their careers. Págan
refers especially to his fellow photographers as “giving, kind,
and cool.” Part this generosity can be attributed to their belief

Intercambio
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© Ricky Flores, Ellie and Rosie, Ser Puertorriqueño series, 1983. Archival pigment print, varying sizes.
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in education (they are creating a teacher’s guide in the form of
an e-book to accompany the exhibition).

The photographers discussed how their communities and 
cultural heritage continues to inform their work as creative 
professionals. In term of sprit and sensibility, Flores notes that
the “fixation on improving community” one develops in the
South Bronx is useful as a social documentarian. “We bring that
same vision with us... around the world.” And on a practical
level, photographers from lower income backgrounds often jug-
gled multiple aspects of the photo business in order to make 
a living. This practiced versatility provides a sense of ease in the
current terrain where photographers are called to do everything
from shooting, writing, capturing video, recording sound and
mastering social media.

Seis del Sur challenges photographers and journalists to see
beyond their preconceived biases when working in a place
that is unfamiliar. Gonzalez cites how a number of photogra-
phers came to the borough to shoot the wreckage but didn’t
manage to capture the complexity of life that lay beyond the
now-famous devastation.  Having been born and raised there,
the photographers were able to show a little examined side 
of the Bronx that revealed the persistent warmth of friends,
family, and creative communities. 

This dichotomy in the visual record confronts the assumption
of objectivity, which undergirds the practice of documentary
photography to this day. Despite these nuances, the group
doesn’t aim to sugarcoat the difficulties of life in the Bronx
during this era and stakes no claims to their work as a 
definitive depiction of the borough. The point is to expand
the conversation.

To that end, visitors are invited to consider not only the Bronx
when looking at these pictures, but also policymaking in the
United States. Flores reflects on the population shifts, aban-
doned buildings, and large-scale neglect residents experienced
at that time. “This could happen anywhere,” he says. “There is
evidence of it all over again, we see Katrina, and what happened
in Breezy Point. You think its happening in that community. 
You think ‘it doesn’t affect us’—until it affects you.”

www.Seisdelsur.com

© David Gonzalez, Poolside, 1979.

1 The NY Post reported that seven different census tracts in the Bronx lost more than
97% of their buildings to fire and abandonment between 1970 and 1980; and 44
tracts (out of 289 in the borough) lost more than 50%. 
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© Francisco Molina Reyes, II, Children of the Grave #1, Bronx, 1978. Graffiti art by Donald Joseph "DONDI" White (April 7, 1961 – October 2, 1998), from The Exile of Innocence series.

LIGHT WORK'S 2013 FINE PRINT PROGRAM 
www.lightwork.org
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